
                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Soundgarden’s Reawakening Chronicled by Fans in an Innovative 

Collectable Concert Book  
 
Seattle, Washington (July 2015) — Soundgarden had arguably been grunge’s most lamented loss 
before their recent re-emergence as chronicled in Photofantasm: Nudedragons to King Animal by 
Jaye and Mike English. 
 
Soundgarden surprised fans with their first concert in thirteen years at The Showbox in Seattle in 
2010. The following several years of successful international touring and the release of new album 
King Animal proved that Soundgarden’s amazingly loyal fans had only been in hibernation waiting for 
the band’s return. There is no doubt we are in the midst of what Mark Yarm, author of Everybody 
Loves Our Town: An Oral History of Grunge, calls “a bona fide grunge renaissance.” This book 
beautifully covers it all.  
 
Photofantasm authors Jaye and Mike English are two of the world’s most devout Knights of the Sound 
Table (the official Soundgarden fan club title). They met, traveled the world, and got married to their 
own personal soundtrack, which almost solely features Soundgarden. They, along with their fellow 
dedicated fans, as well as contributions from music industry insiders, have documented the 
Soundgarden revival with the highly collectable expression of fan gratitude that is Photofantasm.   
 
Featuring photographs, graphic art, anecdotes, interviews, and reviews, Photofantasm is the first 
book of its kind created by fans, for fans, of a major rock band. Taking their unselfish devotion to 
another level, Mike and Jaye have decided to donate all of the proceeds from the book sales to the 
Canary Foundation, an organization benefiting early cancer detection and research. They chose this 
charity because of the recent loss of a friend with cancer.  
 
Photofantasm will be available for a limited purchase in late July 2015 with all proceeds being 
donated to the Canary Foundation. For more information and to order a copy of the book visit 
www.photofantasm.com. 
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